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Subject: The Morning CORE
Attachments: Core logo.png

Happy Soul Train Friday. Markets are closed tomorrow. https://bit.ly/3wkIUkC .  
 
US Futures-World Markets: Opening Day is upon us and S&P futures trade higher after pushing to new 
intraday all-time highs yesterday. Tech stocks look strong this morning with the Nasdaq set to open +1%. 
Initial jobless claims are out at 8:30 am ET. Median estimate is 675,000. ADP employment data showed a 
pickup in hiring. It’s not rocket science to predict an acceleration in hospitality hiring as we race towards herd 
immunity. The real question is about Q2/Q3 corporate earnings and a reopening of the economy. We know 
companies are lean and mean after the pandemic. If demand soars, they should have earnings leverage to 
bottom-line profits. This would boost Wall St. sell-side estimates and provide a catalyst for stocks to move 
higher. We’ll see what happens after a monumental rally from the lows of last March. Oil prices rose ahead of 
the OPEC meeting. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +20.40, 10-Yr Yield: 1.717%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 Amazon (AMZN) trained employees to deflect criticism of Amazon on Twitter.-BI (Bezos is an evil 
genius out of a movie.) 

 NBC Universal (CMCSA) may remove content from HBO Max (T) and Netflix (NFLX).-Bberg (Why did 
they wait?) 

 Factories across Europe and Asia ramped up production in March as a solid recovery in demand helped 
manufacturers move past the setbacks of the pandemic, although escalating costs and supply-chain 
disruptions were creating challenges and driving prices.-Reuters 

 The United States said in a call with Saudi Arabia that energy should be kept affordable for 
consumers, as the administration of President Joe Biden resumed the practice of his predecessor 
Donald Trump who contacted OPEC's leader before key meetings.-Reuters 

 Pfizer and BioNTech said their COVID-19 vaccine is around 91% effective at preventing the disease, 
citing updated trial data that included participants inoculated for up to six months.-Reuters 

 DAL: Chief Ed Bastian said that a new election law in Georgia—where the carrier is based—is 
“unacceptable” and “based on a lie,” after the company faced criticism that it didn’t speak out 
forcefully enough in opposition to the bill when it was being considered by the state’s Republican 
leaders.-USA (Dems have done a good job framing election laws as a racial issue. I hate reading about 
politics, but I will have to read up on this issue myself.)  

 KO chief James Quincy on Wednesday added the company to a growing list of corporations with 
Georgia ties—including DAL and MSFT—coming out against the state’s new restrictive voting 
overhaul law. 

 Apple’s $50M investment in UnitedMasters—which seeks to help artists bypass record labels and 
distribute their music online—will help the startup disrupt the music business and level a playing field 
dominated by Universal Music, Sony Music, and Warner Music.-FT  

 The Biden administration will maintain a Trump-era policy in which Hong Kong won’t receive 
preferential treatment under US law, after Beijing cracked down on a pro-democracy movement there 
and took steps to undermine the territory’s autonomy.-FT 

 Ford is scheduling more downtime at several US factories, including its two major truck plants, as a 
shortage of global semiconductors upends carmakers.-WSJ 
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 Huawei suffered a rare revenue decline during Q$ last year as US sanctions hammered its business.-
WSJ  

 Microsoft agreed to build custom augmented-reality headsets for the US Army in a deal valued at 
almost $22 billion.-WSJ 

 H&M said it stood by its position that angered Beijing and spurred the brand’s disappearance from the 
internet in China.-WSJ (Good for them. Wish the NBA had the same cajones. I’ll be online shopping at 
H&M today!) 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 DealBook: Sorkin wants SPAC backers locked in longer. How about a little due diligence before you 
invest? https://nyti.ms/3uc7XVd  

 Marker: Too many NFT’s will ruin NFT’s https://bit.ly/3m9660A  
 Institutional Investor: What a ‘superior’ hedge fund team looks like https://bit.ly/3rI9O2m  
 The Ringer: MLB preseason power rankings https://bit.ly/31AondZ  

 
All charts from The Daily Shot: 
 
The ADP private payrolls report was roughly in line with expectations. 

 
Source: ADP Research    
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• It was another good month for Leisure & Hospitality hiring. 

 
Source: Mizuho Securities USA    
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• The ADP reports have been understating the official private payrolls figures. 

 
Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics    
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Will we see a pullback in mortgage applications due to higher rates? 
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Reopenings (and better weather) encouraged greater mobility in midwest and southern states. 

 
Source: Arbor Research & Trading    
  
Searches for clubs and nightlife have picked up recently. (Nightclubs still exist? After-hours bars may have been the 
worst invention in the history of mankind.) 

 
Source: Arbor Research & Trading    
 
some updates on inflation. 
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• The rebound in commodity prices suggests further upside in core PCE inflation. 

 
Source: Alpine Macro    
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• Price increases on imports from China have been climbing. 

 
Source: @WSJ   Read full article    
  

• The year-over-year price gains on auctioned used vehicles hit the highest level in decades. (Incredible chart.) 
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April tends to be a good month for stocks. (I hate this type of analysis, but the numbers speak for 
themselves.) 

 
Source: Ryan Detrick, LPL Research    
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US gasoline demand continues to recover. 
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Refinery inputs are strengthening. 

 

——————–  

  
Measured in days of supply, US crude oil and gasoline inventories are trending lower. 
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US high-yield spreads continue to drift lower. (Important chart for stocks.) 
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It was a tough quarter for Treasuries. 

 
Source: @johnauthers, @bopinion   Read full article    
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The market-based probability of a rate hike next year is approaching 90%. 
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Investment banks’ margins spiked last year. 

 
Source: @WSJ   Read full article   
 
Federal prison population: 
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Source: Pew Research Center   Read full article   

Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
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